where bar denotes the closure.
Since Jϊ^V is compact and Y is quasi-complete, ϊζWΨ) is compact [9, 20.6(3) ]. It follows that is collectively compact. The proofs of (b) -(e) are similar to those in [1] . PROPOSITION 
Let X, Y and Z be topological vector spaces and :yΓ c £? [X, Y], ^// c Sf [Z, X], ^T c £f [ Γ, Z] then:
(a) ,9ιί collectively compact and ^ equicontinuous ==* ,^^/f collectively compact.
(b) J%Γ collectively compact and <yί r relatively compact in the S^b [X, Y] => Λ^. ίΓ is collectively compact.
Proof, (a) Since Sf is collectively compact, there exists a neighbourhood V of zero in X such that SίΓV is relatively compact in Y. Further, by the equicontinuity of ^", there exists a neighbourhood W of zero in Z such that ^//Wa V. Hence From this the assertion follows, (b) See [4] , Prop. 2.3 (b) .
COROLLARY. If :?ιf c S^ [X, Y] is collectively compact and /f c £f [Z, X] is bounded where Z is barreled and X locally convex, then S^Γ^/S is collectively compact.
, Y] with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets of X.
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Proof. For, if Z is barreled and X is locally convex then c £ί\ [Z, X] is bounded if and only if it is equicontinuous. It is proved in [1] that a compact set of compact operators on a Banach space is collectively compact. We shall prove a similar but slightly weaker result for topological vector spaces. For this, we introduce the following definitions. DEFINITION 2.2. A linear operator KeJ^ [X, Y] , where X and Y are topological vector spaces, is said to be semi-compact if it maps every bounded subset of X into a relatively compact subset of Y.
It is obvious that a compact operator is semi-compact. The converse is also true if X is a quasinormed space. It is clear that a collectively compact set of operators is collectively semi-compact and the propositions proved so far, for collectively compact sets, are also true for collectively semi-compact operators if X is bornological and Y locally convex, because, a semicompact operator is bounded on bounded sets and therefore continuous if the domain space is bornological. [X, Y] , ^ΓB is bounded for every bounded set B c X. Since Y is reflexive, every closed bounded set is weakly compact. [10, Th. 36.5] . The conclusion follows.
3* Convergence properties of collectively compact sequences of operators. PROPOSITION [X, Y] .
Let X and Y be topological vector spaces, Y sequentially complete. Let T, T n e J^f [X, Y] for all n. Then: (a) T n -+ T in <2f h [X, Y] if and only if T n ->T in pointwise topology and {T n -T) is totally bounded in Jίf b
(b) If,
in addition, X is bornologic and Y locally convex, then T n ->T in £f b [X, Y] and each T n -T semi-compact => {T n -T) is collectively semi-compact.
Proof, (a) It is evident that T n -+T in £f b [X, Y] T n~+ T pointwise and {T n ~ T) is relatively compact, and hence, totally bounded.
For the reverse implication assume that T n ~ T-+* 0 in J*f b [X, Y\. This implies that for a given neighbourhood V of zero in Y, and bounded set B in X, there exists a sequence % such that (T n . -T){B) ςt V 9 for each i = 1, 2, •••. Since {T n -T) is totally bounded, there exists a Cauchy subsequence {T n .. -T} which must converge in ^f b [X, Y] by completeness of Y. Because T n -T->0 pointwise, it follows that T n .. -T-*0 in £f h [X f Y] . Therefore (T nij -T){B) c V, j > N, a positive integer. This is a contradiction.
(b) This follows from the fact that a totally bounded set of semi-compact operators is collectively semi-compact if Y is a complete locally convex space and X is bornologic (Cor. Prop. 2.3).
REMARKS. If T n ->T pointwise and X is of second category, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem implies that the {T n } is equicontinuous, and hence, the pointwise convergence is uniform on the compact sets of X. On the other hand, as proved in (a) above, {T n -T} totally bounded and T n -*T pointwise imply convergence in Jίf b [X, Y] , i.e. uniform convergence on bounded sets. This leads to the following propositions. The concept of convergence of operator sequences in the uniform operator topology in the normed spaces, is generalized in the following manner in [5] . DEFINITION 
A linear operator if on a topological vector space
E into itself is said to be the asymptotic limit of a sequence K n of linear operators, if and only if, there exists a neighbourhood V of zero in E, a sequence a n of scalars -> 0 as n -•> ^ and a bounded set BdE such that (i£ -K n ) Fc α Λ 5, for n = 1, 2, . This mode of convergence will be denoted by K n -»K, and K will be called the Fasymptotic limit of iΓ n . DEFINITION 4.2. A linear operator K on i? to itself is said to be F-totally bounded if and only if F is a neighbourhood of zero and KV is totally bounded in E. DEFINITION 4.3. If K is the V-asymptotic limit of K n and if each K n is F-totally bounded, K is said to be asymptotically F-totally bounded. PROPOSITION 
If K is asymptotically V-totally bounded, then K is V-totally bounded.
Proof. [5, 4.2-1] . PROPOSITION 
Let T, T n e^ [X, X] and let T be the Vasymptotic limit of T n where each T n is W-totally bounded. Then {T n -T) is collectively totally bounded.
Proof. T n -» T and each T n T7-totally bounded implies T is Wtotally bounded (Prop 4.1.). Now, T n -» T => there exists a sequence a n of scalars -> 0 as n -•> co, a bounded set Ba X such that
(T n -T)(W)da n B
for all n .
Let F be any neighbourhood of zero. Choose a balanced neighbourhood V 1 of zero such that VΊ + V 1 c V. Since B is bounded, BczaV, for some scalar a. Therefore, (T n -T)(W)cza n aV 1 . We can choose N such that | aa n | < 1 for n > N. Hence (Γ Λ -Γ)(TΓ) c Vi for n > N. It follows that As (Γi -!Γ)(W) is totally bounded for each i, so is their finite union.
Hence, (Jί=i (Ά -T)(W) c Uf=i (^ + VJ for some AT, a positive integer, and x { e E. Hence,
U(T n -T)(W)c:[J(x i + V) . n i -l
This proves the proposition.
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COROLLARY 1. Let T, T n e.Sf [X, X] where X is quasi-complete. Suppose T n is W-compact i.e. T n (W) is relatively compact for some neighbourhood W of zero in X. If T n -» T, then {T n -T) is collectively compact.
Proof. T n^> T and each T n ΐ^-compact => T is TF-compact because X is quasi-complete [5, From the above proposition it follows that \J n (T n -T){W) is totally bounded. Hence, the closure \J n (T n -T)(W) is bounded and closed and, therefore, complete by the quasi-completeness of X. Thus, \J n (T n -T){W) is totally bounded and complete, and therefore compact.
COROLLARY 2. If T n -*> Ton a neighbourhood W of zero in X, and each T n is W-totally bounded, then {T n -T) is collectively compact if X is a Montel space.
Proof. From the Proposition 4.2 it follows that {T n -T) is collectively TF-totally bounded, and, therefore TF-collectively compact, as X is a Montel space. PROPOSITION 
Let T n -» T, where T+, Te^ [X, X]. If Γd^f[X,X] is collectively compact, then (T n -T)K-»0 uniformly on J%<
Proof. Since J2Γ is collectively compact, there exists a neighbourhood A of zero in X such that J^A is compact in X, and hence bounded. Now, Γ w -» T=> there exists a neighbourhood W of zero in X, bounded set B a X, and a sequence a n of scalar s -0 such that (T n -T){W)aa n B for all n. As STA is bounded, /^TAczrW for some scalar r. Hence, (T n -T)(STA)ci(T n -T)(rW)(z(ra n B), for all n. Since a n and B are independed of ^Γ, (T n -T)K-»0, uniformly on ST.
5.
Collectively compact sets in weak topology* In this section we consider the inter-relation between a collectively compact set of operators and its dual family. PROPOSITION Now, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem [8, Th. 17.4] , V° is w*-compact in ϋ7*. Hence «.^Γ*W is relatively compact in Jξ/^*. This completes the proof. PROPOSITION 
Le£ E be a semi-reflexive locally convex space and 3ίf] a family of continuous endomorphisms on E. If 3ίΓ is uniformly bounded on a neighbourhood V of zero in E, then 3ίΓ considered as a family of operators from (E s *)f-+(E*)** is collectively compact.
Proof. From Proposition 5.1 it follows that the family J£Γ* of operators from E* -> E£* is collectively compact. Therefore, there exists a neighbourhood W of zero in E* such that B = J?f* W is relatively compact in E%+ and, hence, bounded in w*-topology. From semi-reflexivity and from the fact, that a weakly bounded set is also bounded in the initial topology [8, Th. 17.5] [10, Th. 33.2] . Hence, there exists a neighbourhood V of zero in E, such that J&T*(TF)c V°, the polar of V. [10, Prop. 32.7] . Therefore, \<K*w,x>\*ζl, for all xeV, K*e^T*, we W=>3Γ{V)c: W° .
From the reflexivity of E and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, is relatively ^-compact. This proves that 3ίf~ is collectively weakly compact.
The converse follows from Proposition 5.1.
COROLLARY. Let K be a continuous endomorphism on a reflexive locally convex space E. Then K is weakly compact if and only if K*: E S *->E** is compact.
This is a partial generalization of the Theorem 2.13.7 in [7] .
